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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a mobile terminal and corresponding method for displaying object textual information on the touchscreen identifying objects included within a preview image based on an obtained current position of the mobile terminal.

Discussion of the Related Art

[0002] A mobile terminal is a device which may be configured to perform various functions. Examples of such functions include data and voice communications, capturing images and video via a camera, recording audio, playing music files, and displaying images and video on a display. Some terminals include additional functionality which supports game playing, while other terminals are also configured as multimedia players. More recently, mobile terminals have been configured to receive broadcast and multicast signals which permit viewing of contents, such as videos and television programs.

[0003] Generally, terminals can be classified into mobile terminals and stationary terminals according to a presence or non-presence of mobility. In addition, the mobile terminals can be further classified into handheld terminals and vehicle mount terminals. There are ongoing efforts to support and increase the functionality of mobile terminals. Such efforts include software and hardware improvements, as well as changes and improvements in the structural components which form the mobile terminal.

[0004] The mobile terminal also includes a camera allowing the user to take pictures or movies. Also, the mobile terminal includes a graphical user interface to assist the user in taking pictures or movies. However, the information provided is limited in nature.

[0005] US 2009/0049004 A1 describes tying information to features associated with captured media objects, e.g. images. An electronic device, such as a digital camera, stores the image together with metadata associated therewith. The image may then be provided to a viewer device that includes means for estimating an (3D) area corresponding to the image based on the associated metadata. Once a range of corresponding physical coordinates has been determined, said range may be transmitted to a server that matches said range to saved items of information. The server may then provide the viewer device with access (e.g links) to those items of information.

[0006] US 2008/0268876 A1 describes an apparatus that includes a processor configured to capture an image of one or more objects and analyze data of the image to identify object of said image. The processor is further configured to receive information that is associated with at least one object of the image and to display said information.

[0007] US 2007/0162942 A1 describes a mobile device capable of displaying network objects based on geolocation. The mobile device is able to find object data related to physical locations and superimpose icons related to the data on a three dimensional camera view.

[0008] Takacs G. et al: "Outdoors Augmented Reality on Mobile Phone using Loxel-Based Visual Feature Organization" describes an outdoors augmented reality system for mobile phones that matches camera phone images against a database of location-tagged images using a robust image retrieval algorithm.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] Accordingly, one object of the present invention is to provide a mobile terminal and controlling method thereof that substantially obviates one or more problems due to limitations and disadvantages of the related art.

[0010] Another object of the present invention is to provide a mobile terminal and controlling method thereof that displays object textual information on the touchscreen identifying objects included within the preview image based on the obtained current position of the mobile terminal.

[0011] The objects are solved by the features of the independent claims.

[0012] To achieve these objects and other advantages and in accordance with the purpose of the invention, as embodied and broadly described herein, the present invention provides in one aspect a mobile terminal preferably including a user input unit configured to receive user inputs; a wireless communication unit configured to wirelessly communicate with at least one other terminal; at least one camera configured to capture images; a touchscreen configured to display a camera preview image captured by the camera; a position-location module configured to obtain information on a current position of the mobile terminal; and a controller configured to search for textual object information corresponding to an object within the camera preview image based on the current position of the mobile terminal, to control the camera to photograph the camera preview image and to store the photographed camera preview image as a picture file, to output query information to query whether the searched textual object information is to be stored together with the picture file, and to store the picture file with or without the searched textual object information based on an answer to the output query information.

[0013] In another aspect, the present invention provides a method of controlling a mobile terminal, and which preferably includes allowing, via a wireless communication unit, wirelessly communication with at least one other terminal; capturing, via a camera, a camera preview image; displaying, on a touchscreen, the camera preview image; obtaining, via a position-location module, information on a current position of the mobile terminal; searching, via a controller, for textual object information corresponding to an object within the camera preview image based on the current position of the mobile terminal; photographing, via the controller, the camera pre-
It is to be understood that both the foregoing formation. together with the picture file; and storing, via the controller, search for textual object information is to be stored to- the controller, query information to query whether the view image; storing, via the controller, the photographed camera preview image as a picture file; outputting, via the controller, query information to query whether the searched textual object information is to be stored to- gether with the picture file; and storing, via the controller, the picture file with or without the searched textual object information based on an answer to the output query in- formation.

[B0014] It is to be understood that both the foregoing general description and the following detailed description of the present invention are exemplary and explanatory and are intended to provide further explanation of the invention as claimed.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

[B0015] The accompanying drawings, which are includ- ed to provide a further understanding of the invention and are incorporated in and constitute a part of this application, illustrate embodiment(s) of the invention and togeth- er with the description serve to explain the principle of the invention. In the drawings:

- FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a mobile terminal ac- cording to one embodiment of the present invention;
- FIG. 2A is a front perspective diagram of a mobile terminal according to one embodiment of the present invention;
- FIG. 2B is a rear perspective diagram of a mobile terminal according to one embodiment of the present invention;
- FIG. 3 is a diagram of an environment for implement- ing a method of controlling a mobile terminal accord- ing to an embodiment of the present invention;
- FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method of control- ling a mobile terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention;
- FIGs. 5 and 6 are diagrams of display screen config- urations for implementing a method of controlling a mobile terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention;
- FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a method of control- ling a mobile terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention;
- FIG. 8 is a diagram of display screen configurations for implementing a method of controlling a mobile terminal according to another embodiment of the present invention;
- FIGs. 9 to 11 are diagrams of display screen config- urations for implementing a method of controlling a mobile terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention;
- FIG. 12 is a diagram of display screen configurations for implementing a method of controlling a mobile terminal according to yet another embodiment of the present invention;
- FIGs. 13 and 14 are diagrams of display screen config- urations for implementing a method of controlling a mobile terminal according to still another embodiment of the present invention;
- FIG. 15 is a diagram of display screen configurations for implementing a method of controlling a mobile terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention; and
- FIGs. 16 and 17 are flowcharts illustrating a method of controlling a mobile terminal according to an em- bodiment of the present invention.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION**

[B0016] In the following detailed description, reference is made to the accompanying drawing figures which form a part hereof, and which show by way of illustration spe- cific embodiments of the invention. It is to be understood by those of ordinary skill in this technological field that other embodiments may be utilized, and structural, elec- trical, as well as procedural changes may be made with- out departing from the scope of the present invention. Wherever possible, the same reference numbers will be used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or like parts.

[B0017] In addition, the suffixes 'module', 'unit' and 'part' are used for elements in order to facilitate the disclosure only. Therefore, significant meanings or roles are not giv- en to the suffixes themselves and it is understood that the 'module', 'unit' and 'part' can be used together or interchangeably.

[B0018] The present invention can also be applicable to a various types of terminals. Examples of such terminals include mobile as well as stationary terminals, such as mobile phones, user equipment, smart phones, DTV, computers, digital broadcast terminals, personal digital assistants, portable multimedia players (PMP) and navigators. However, by way of non-limiting example only, further description will be made with regard to a mobile terminal 100, and it should be noted that such teachings may apply equally to other types of terminals.

[B0019] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a mobile terminal 100 according to an embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 1, the mobile terminal 100 includes a wireless communication unit 110, an A/V (audio/video) input unit 120, a user input unit 130, a sensing unit 140, an output unit 150, a memory 160, an interface unit 170, a controller 180, a power supply unit 190 and the like. FIG. 1 also shows the mobile terminal 100 having various components, but implementing all of the illustrated com- ponents is not a requirement. Greater or fewer compo- nents may alternatively be implemented.

[B0020] In addition, the wireless communication unit 110 generally includes one or more components which permits wireless communication between the mobile ter- minal 100 and a wireless communication system or net- work within which the mobile terminal 100 is located. For instance, in FIG. 1, the wireless communication unit 110 includes a broadcast receiving module 111, a mobile communication module 112, a wireless Internet module...
113, a short-range communication module 114, a position-location module 115 and the like.

[0021] The broadcast receiving module 111 receives a broadcast signal and/or broadcast associated information from an external broadcast managing server via a broadcast channel. In addition, the broadcast channel may include a satellite channel and a terrestrial channel.

[0022] Further, the broadcast managing server generally refers to a server which generates and transmits a broadcast signal and/or broadcast associated information or a server which is provided with a previously generated broadcast signal and/or broadcast associated information and then transmits the provided signal or information to a terminal. The broadcast signal may be implemented as a TV broadcast signal, a radio broadcast signal, and a data broadcast signal, among others. If desired, the broadcast signal may further include a broadcast signal combined with a TV or radio broadcast signal.

[0023] At least two broadcast receiving modules 111 can also be provided to the mobile terminal 100 to simultaneously receive at least two broadcast channels or broadcast channel switching facilitation. The broadcast associated information includes information associated with a broadcast channel, a broadcast program, a broadcast service provider, etc. Also, the broadcast associated information can be provided via a mobile communication network. In this instance, the broadcast associated information can be received by the mobile communication module 112.

[0024] Further, the broadcast associated information can be implemented in various forms. For instance, broadcast associated information may include an electronic program guide (EPG) of the digital multimedia broadcasting (DMB) system and an electronic service guide (ESG) of the digital video broadcast-handheld (DVB-H) system.

[0025] The broadcast receiving module 111 may also be configured to receive broadcast signals transmitted from various types of broadcast systems. In a non-limiting example, such broadcasting systems include the digital multimedia broadcasting-terrestrial (DMB-T) system, the digital multimedia broadcasting-satellite (DMB-S) system, the digital video broadcast-handheld (DVB-H) system, the DVB-CBMS system, the OMA-BCAST system, the data broadcasting system known as media forward link only (MediaFLO®) and integrated services digital broadcast-terrestrial (ISDB-T). Optionally, the broadcast receiving module 111 can be configured to be suitable for other broadcasting systems as well as the above-explained digital broadcasting systems. The broadcast signal and/or broadcast associated information received by the broadcast receiving module 111 can also be stored in a suitable device, such as a memory 160.

[0026] In addition, the mobile communication module 112 transmits/receives wireless signals to/from one or more network entities (e.g., base station, external terminal, server, etc.). Such wireless signals may represent audio, video, and data according to text/multimedia messages transceivings, among others.

[0027] Further, the wireless Internet module 113 supports Internet access for the mobile terminal 100, and may be internally or externally coupled to the mobile terminal 100. The wireless Internet technology can include WLAN (Wireless LAN) (Wi-Fi), WiBro (Wireless broadband), Wimax (World Interoperability for Microwave Access), HSDPA (High Speed Downlink Packet Access), etc. The mobile terminal 100 also accesses an external server provided with an object information database through a wireless Internet access, searches the object information database for desired object information, and is then able obtain the object information.

[0028] In addition, the short-range communication module 114 facilitates relatively short-range communications. Suitable technologies for implementing this module include radio frequency identification (RFID), infrared data association (IrDA), ultra-wideband (UWB), as well as the networking technologies commonly referred to as Bluetooth and ZigBee, to name a few.

[0029] Also, the position-location module 115 identifies or otherwise obtains the location of the mobile terminal 100. If desired, this module may be implemented with a global positioning system (GPS) module. Further, the GPS module 115 can precisely calculate current 3-dimensional position information based on at least one of a longitude, latitude and altitude and direction (or orientation) by calculating distance information and precise time information from at least three satellites and then applying triangulation to the calculated information. The location and time information are calculated using three satellites, for example, and errors of the calculated location position and time informations are then amended using another satellite. The GPS module 115 can also calculate speed information by continuously calculating a real-time current location.

[0030] Referring to FIG. 1, the audio/video (AV) input unit 120 is configured to provide audio or video signal input to the mobile terminal 100. As shown, the AV input unit 120 includes a camera 121 and a microphone 122. The camera 121 receives and processes image frames of still pictures or video, which are obtained by an image sensor in a video call mode or a photographing mode. The processed image frames can also be displayed on the display 151. Further, the image frames processed by the camera 121 can be stored in the memory 160 or can be externally transmitted via the wireless communication unit 110. Optionally, at least two cameras 121 can be provided to the mobile terminal 100 according to environment of usage.

[0031] In addition, the microphone 122 receives an external audio signal while the portable device is in a particular mode, such as phone call mode, recording mode and voice recognition. This audio signal is then processed and converted into electric audio data. The processed audio data is transformed into a format transmittable to a mobile communication base station via the mobile communication module 112 for a call mode. The mi-
crophone 122 can also include assorted noise removing
algorithms to remove noise generated in the course of
receiving the external audio signal.

[0032] In addition, the user input unit 130 generates
input data responsive to user manipulation of an associ-
ated input device or devices. Examples of such devices
include a keypad, a dome switch, a touchpad (e.g., static
pressure/capacitance), a jog wheel, a jog switch, etc. Fur-
ther, the sensing unit 140 provides sensing signals for
controlling operations of the mobile terminal 100 using
status measurements of various aspects of the mobile
terminal. For instance, the sensing unit 140 may detect
an open/close status of the mobile terminal 100, relative
positioning of components (e.g., a display and keypad)
of the mobile terminal 100, a change of position of the
mobile terminal 100 or a component of the mobile termi-
nal 100, a presence or absence of user contact with the
mobile terminal 100, orientation or acceleration/deceler-
ation of the mobile terminal 100.

[0033] As an example, when the mobile terminal 100
is configured as a slide-type mobile terminal, the sensing
unit 140 can sense whether a sliding portion of the mobile
terminal is opened or closed. Other examples include the
sensing unit 140 sensing the presence or absence of
power provided by the power supply 190, the presence
or absence of a coupling or other connection between
the interface unit 170 and an external device. In FIG. 1,
the sensing unit 140 also includes a proximity sensor 141.

[0034] Further, the output unit 150 generates outputs
relevant to the senses of sight, hearing, touch and the
like. The output unit 150 also includes the display 151,
an audio output module 152, an alarm unit 153, a haptic
module 154, a projector module 155 and the like. In addi-
tion, the display 151 is implemented to visually display
output information associated with the mobile terminal
100. For instance, if the mobile terminal is operating in
a phone call mode, the display can provide a user interface
(UI) or graphical user interface (GUI) which includes in-
formation associated with placing, conducting, and ter-
minating a phone call. As another example, if the mobile
terminal 100 is in a video call mode or a photographing
mode, the display 151 can additionally or alternatively
display images which are associated with these modes,
the UI or the GUI.

[0035] The display module 151 may be implemented
using display technologies including, for example, a liquid
crystal display (LCD), a thin film transistor-liquid crystal
display (TFT-LCD), an organic light-emitting diode dis-
play (OLED), a flexible display and a three-dimensional
display. The mobile terminal 100 may also include one
or more of such displays.

[0036] Some of the above displays can be implement-
ed in a transparent or optical transmissive type, which are
referred to as a transparent display. As a representative
example for the transparent display, there is TOLED
(transparent OLED) or the like. A rear configuration of
the display 151 can be implemented in the optical trans-
mittive type as well. In this configuration, a user is able
to see an object in rear of a terminal body via the area
occupied by the display 151 of the terminal body.

[0037] At least two displays 151 can also be provided
to the mobile terminal 100 in accordance with the imple-
mented configuration of the mobile terminal 100. For in-
stance, a plurality of displays can be arranged on a single
face of the mobile terminal 100 in a manner of being
spaced apart from each other or being built in one body.
Alternatively, a plurality of displays can be arranged on
different faces of the mobile terminal 100.

[0038] When the display 151 and a sensor for detecting
a touch action (hereinafter called 'touch sensor') config-
ures a mutual layer structure (hereinafter called 'touch-
screen'), the display 151 can be as an input device as
well as an output device. In this instance, the touch sen-
sor can be configured as a touch film, a touch sheet, a
touchpad or the like.

[0039] Further, the touch sensor can be configured to
convert a pressure applied to a specific portion of the
display 151 or a variation of a capacitance generated
from a specific portion of the display 151 to an electric
input signal. Moreover, the touch sensor can also be con-
figured to detect a pressure of a touch as well as a
touched position or size.

[0040] In addition, if a touch input is made to the touch
sensor, signal(s) corresponding to the touch is trans-
ferred to a touch controller. The touch controller then
processes the signal(s) and transfers the processed sig-
nal(s) to the controller 180. Therefore, the controller 180
can determine whether a prescribed portion of the display
151 is touched.

[0041] Referring to FIG. 1, the proximity sensor 141
can be provided to an internal area of the mobile terminal
100 enclosed by the touchscreen or around the touch-
screen. The proximity sensor 141 can also detect a pres-
ence or non-presence of an object approaching a pre-
scribed detecting surface or an object existing around
the proximity sensor using an electromagnetic field
strength or infrared ray without mechanical contact.
Hence, the proximity sensor 141 has durability longer
than that of a contact type sensor and also has utility
wider than that of the contact type sensor.

[0042] The proximity sensor 141 can include one of a
transmissive photoelectric sensor, a direct reflective pho-
etolectric sensor, a mirror reflective photoelectric sensor,
a radio frequency oscillation proximity sensor, an elec-
 trostatic capacity proximity sensor, a magnetic proximity
sensor, an infrared proximity sensor and the like. Also,
when the touchscreen includes the electrostatic capacity
proximity sensor, the proximity sensor 141 can detect
the proximity of a pointer using a variation of electric field
according to the proximity of the pointer. In this instance,
the touchscreen (touch sensor) can be classified as the proximity sensor.

[0043] In the following description, for clarity, an action
that a pointer approaches without contacting with the
touchscreen to be recognized as located on the touch-
screen is named 'proximity touch'. In addition, an action
that a pointer actually touches the touchscreen is named ‘contact touch’. The meaning of the position on the touchscreen proximity-touched by the pointer means the position of the pointer which vertically opposes the touchscreen when the pointer performs the proximity touch.

[0044] The proximity sensor 141 also detects a proximity touch and a proximity touch pattern (e.g., a proximity touch distance, a proximity touch duration, a proximity touch position, a proximity touch shift state, etc.). Also, information corresponding to the detected proximity touch action and the detected proximity touch pattern can be output to the touchscreen.

[0045] Further, the display output module 152 functions in various modes including a call-receiving mode, a call-placing mode, a recording mode, a voice recognition mode, a broadcast reception mode and the like to output audio data which is received from the wireless communication unit 110 or is stored in the memory 160. During operation, the audio output module 152 outputs audio relating to a particular function (e.g., a call received, message received, etc.). The audio output module 152 can also be implemented using one or more speakers, buzzers, other audio producing devices, and combinations thereof.

[0046] The alarm unit 153 outputs a signal for announcing the occurrence of a particular event associated with the mobile terminal 100. Typical events include a call received event, a message received event and a touch input received event. The alarm unit 153 can also output a signal for announcing the event occurrence by way of vibration as well as video or audio signal. Further, the video or audio signal can be output via the display 151 or the audio output unit 152. Hence, the display 151 or the audio output module 152 can be regarded as a part of the alarm unit 153.

[0047] In addition, the haptic module 154 generates various tactile effects that can be sensed by a user. Vibration is a representative one of the tactile effects generated by the haptic module 154. The strength and pattern of the vibration generated by the haptic module 154 can also be controlled. For instance, different vibrations can be output in a manner of being synthesized together or can be output in sequence.

[0048] The haptic module 154 can also generate various tactile effects as well as the vibration. For instance, the haptic module 154 generates the effect attributed to the arrangement of pins vertically moving against a contact skin surface, the effect attributed to the injection/suction power of air though an injection/suction hole, the effect attributed to the skin over a skin surface, the effect attributed to the contact with electrode, the effect attributed to the electrostatic force, the effect attributed to the representation of hold/cold sense using an endothermic or exothermic device and the like.

[0049] The haptic module 154 can also be implemented to enable a user to sense the tactile effect through a muscle sense of finger, arm or the like as well as to transfer the tactile effect through a direct contact. Optionally, at least two haptic modules 154 can be provided to the mobile terminal 100 in accordance with the corresponding configuration type of the mobile terminal 100.

[0050] In addition, the projector module 155 performs an image projector function using the mobile terminal 100. In more detail, the projector module 155 can display an image, which is identical to or partially different at least from the image displayed on the display 151, on an external screen or wall according to a control signal of the controller 180.

[0051] In particular, the projector module 155 can include a light source for generating light (e.g., a laser) for externally projecting an image, an image producing mechanism for producing and externally outputting an image generated from the light source, and a lens for enlarging and outputting the image externally in a predetermined focus distance. In addition, the projector module 155 can further include a device for adjusting an image projected direction by mechanically moving the lens or the whole module.

[0052] Further, the projector module 155 can be classified into a CRT (cathode ray tube) module, an LCD (liquid crystal display) module, a DLP (digital light processing) module or the like according to a device type of a display. In particular, the DLP module is operated by the mechanism of enabling the light generated from the light source to reflect on a DMD (digital micro-mirror device) chip and can be advantageous for the downsizing of the projector module 151. Preferably, the projector module 155 can be provided in a length direction of a lateral, front or backside direction of the mobile terminal 100. However, the projector module 155 can also be provided to any portion of the mobile terminal 100.

[0053] In addition, the memory 160 can store various types of data to support the processing, control, and storage requirements of the mobile terminal 100. Examples of such data include program instructions for applications operating on the mobile terminal 100, contact data, phonebook data, messages, audio, still pictures (or photos), moving pictures, etc. A recent use history or a cumulative use frequency of each data (e.g., use frequency for each phonebook, each message or each multimedia) can also be stored in the memory 160. Moreover, data for various patterns of vibration and/or sound output for a touch input to the touchscreen can be stored in the memory 160.

[0054] The memory 160 can also store a database relating to object information of an object (e.g., a building, shop, milestone, etc.) that can be searched using at least one of shape recognizing information related to the object within an image photographed by the camera and position information of the mobile terminal 100 obtained through the position-location module 115. The object information can include at least one of relevant text information (e.g., a name of the building, a name of the shop, etc.), relevant link information (e.g., web link information of the building, link information of the shop, etc.), relevant image information (e.g., an image logo of the building,
an image logo of the shop, etc.) and audio information (e.g., a logo song of the building, a logo song of the shop, etc.) of the shape recognized object. The above-noted object information are examples only and other types of object information can be displayed.

[0055] Further, the database stored in the memory 160 can be updated or downloaded from a database of an external server via the wireless communication unit. The database of the memory 160 can also include the data constructed in a manner of downloading every part of the database of the external server. Alternatively, the database of the memory 160 can include the data constructed in a manner of downloading a portion of the database of the external server in consideration of the capacity of the memory 160. Further, the portion of the database of the external server may be provided for an object located within a predetermined distance from a current location of the terminal or may be provided for an object located in a predetermined area (e.g., an administrative district) related to the current location of the terminal.

[0056] In addition, the memory 160 may be implemented using any type or combination of suitable volatile and nonvolatile memory or storage devices including hard disk, random access memory (RAM), static random access memory (SRAM), electrically erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM), erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM), programmable read-only memory (PROM), read-only memory (ROM), magnetic memory, flash memory, magnetic or optical disk, multimedia card micro type memory, card-type memory (e.g., SD memory, XD memory, etc.), or other similar memory or data storage device. The mobile terminal 100 can also operate in association with a web storage for performing a storage function of the memory 160 on Internet.

[0057] Further, the interface unit 170 is used to couple the mobile terminal 100 with external devices. The interface unit 170 receives data from the external devices or is supplied with the power and then transfers the data or power to the respective elements of the mobile terminal 100 or enables data within the mobile terminal 100 to be transferred to the external devices. The interface unit 170 may also be configured using a wired/wireless headset port, an external charger port, a wired/wireless data port, a memory card port, a port for coupling to a device having an identity module, audio input/output ports, video input/output ports, an earphone port and/or the like.

[0058] In addition, the identity module is the chip for storing various types of information for authenticating a use authority of the mobile terminal 100 and can include a User Identify Module (UIM), Subscriber Identify Module (SIM), Universal Subscriber Identity Module (USIM) and/or the like. A device having the identity module (hereinafter called ‘identity device’) can be manufactured as a smart card. Therefore, the identity device is connectible to the mobile terminal 100 via the corresponding port.

[0059] Further, when the mobile terminal 110 is connected to an external cradle, the interface unit 170 becomes a passage for supplying the mobile terminal 100 with power from the cradle or a passage for delivering various command signals input from the cradle by a user to the mobile terminal 100. Each of the various command signals input from the cradle or the power can operate as a signal enabling the mobile terminal 100 to recognize that it is correctly loaded in the cradle.

[0060] Further, the controller 180 controls the overall operations of the mobile terminal 100. For example, the controller 180 performs the control and processing associated with voice calls, data communications, video calls, etc. In FIG. 1, the controller 180 includes a multimedia module 181 that provides multimedia playback. The multimedia module 181 may be configured as part of the controller 180 or be implemented as a separate component.

[0061] Moreover, the controller 180 can perform a pattern (that is, shape or image) recognizing process for recognizing a writing input and a picture drawing input performed on the touchscreen as characters or images, respectively. The controller 180 can also identify a prescribed image part of a prescribed image (e.g., a camera preview image, a play image) through the shape recognizing processing.

[0062] Meanwhile, the controller 180 can be configured to implement augmented reality (abbreviated AR or named enhanced reality). The augmented reality is a sort of virtual reality that combines a real world seen through the user’s eyes and a virtual world having side information into one image. Namely, the augmented reality, which complements a real world with a virtual world, plays a role in providing information necessary for the real world additionally using graphics. The controller 180 can also display the object information in form of the augmented reality.

[0063] In FIG. 1, the controller 180 also includes an object information module 182 for the processing related to a display of the object information. Further, the object information module 182 can be implemented within the controller 180 or be being separated from the controller 180. In addition, the power supply unit 190 provides power required by the various components for the mobile terminal 100. The power may be internal power, external power, or combinations thereof.

[0064] Also, various embodiments described herein may be implemented in a computer-readable medium using, for example, computer software, hardware, or some combination thereof. For a hardware implementation, the embodiments described herein may be implemented within one or more application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), digital signal processors (DSPs), digital signal processing devices (DSPDs), programmable logic devices (PLDs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), processors, controllers, micro-controllers, micro-processors, other electronic units designed to perform the functions described herein, or a selective combination thereof. Such embodiments may also be implemented by the controller 180.
[0065] For a software implementation, the embodiments described herein may be implemented with separate software modules, such as procedures and functions, each of which perform one or more of the functions and operations described herein. The software codes can be implemented with a software application written in any suitable programming language and may be stored in memory such as the memory 160, and executed by a controller or processor, such as the controller 180.

[0066] Turning next to FIG. 2A, a front perspective diagram of the mobile terminal 100 according to one embodiment of the present invention is shown. The mobile terminal 100 shown in the drawing has a bar type terminal body. However, the mobile terminal 100 may be implemented in a variety of different configurations. Examples of such configurations include a folder-type, slide-type, rotational-type, swing-type and combinations thereof. For clarity, further disclosure will primarily relate to a bar-type mobile terminal 100. However such teachings apply equally to other types of mobile terminals.

[0067] Referring to FIG. 2A, the mobile terminal 100 includes a case (casing, housing, cover, etc.) configuring an exterior thereof. In the present embodiment, the case is divided into a front case 101 and a rear case 102. Various electric/electronic parts are also loaded in a space provided between the front and rear cases 101 and 102. Optionally, at least one middle case can be further provided between the front and rear cases 101 and 102. The cases 101 and 102 can also be formed by injection molding of synthetic resin or can be formed of metal substance such as stainless steel (STS), titanium (Ti) or the like for example.

[0068] The display 151, the audio output unit 152, the camera 121, user input units 130/131 and 132, the microphone 122, the interface 180, and the like can also be provided to the terminal body, and more particularly, to the front case 101. Further, as shown, the display 151 occupies most of a main face of the front case 101, and the audio output unit 151 and the camera 121 are provided to an area adjacent to one of both end portions of the display 151. Also, the user input unit 131 and the microphone 122 are provided to another area adjacent to the other end portion of the display 151. The user input unit 132 and the interface 180 are also provided to lateral sides of the front and rear cases 101 and 102.

[0069] In addition, the input unit 130 is manipulated to receive a command for controlling an operation of the terminal 100. Further, the input unit 130 in this example includes a plurality of manipulating units 131 and 132. The manipulating units 131 and 132 can thus be referred to as a manipulating portion and may adopt any mechanism of a tactile manner that enables a user to perform a manipulation action by experiencing a tactile feeling.

[0070] In addition, content input by the first or second manipulating units 131 or 132 can be diversely set. For instance, such a command as start, end, scroll and the like can be input to the first manipulating unit 131, and a command for a volume adjustment of sound output from the audio output unit 152, a command for a switching to a touch recognizing mode of the display 151 or the like can be input to the second manipulating unit 132.

[0071] Next, FIG. 2B is a perspective diagram of a backside of the terminal shown in FIG. 2A. Referring to FIG. 2B, a camera 121 can be additionally provided to a backside of the terminal body, and more particularly, to the rear case 102. The camera 121 also has a photographing direction that is substantially opposite to that of the camera 121 shown in FIG. 2A and may have pixels differing from those of the firmer camera 121.

[0072] Preferably, for instance, the camera 121 has low pixels enough to capture and transmit a picture of user’s face for a video call, while the camera 121 has high pixels for capturing a general subject for photography without transmitting the captured subject. Also, each of the cameras 121 and 121 can be installed at the terminal body to be rotated or popped up. Also, the camera 121 of the rear case 102 can be used for a video call.

[0073] In addition, a flash 123 and a mirror 124 are additionally provided adjacent to the camera 121. The flash 123 projects light toward a subject when photographing the subject using the camera 121. When the user attempts to take a picture of the user (self-photography) using the camera 121, the mirror 124 allows the user to view user’s face reflected by the mirror 124. An additional audio output unit 152 can also be provided to the backside of the terminal body. The additional audio output unit 152 can thus implement a stereo function together with the former audio output unit 152 shown in FIG. 2A and may be used for implementation of a speakerphone mode.

[0074] Further, as shown in FIG. 2B, a broadcast signal receiving antenna 124 can be additionally provided to the lateral side of the terminal body as well as an antenna for communication or the like. The antenna 124 constructing a portion of the broadcast receiving module 111 shown in FIG. 1 can be retractably provided to the terminal body. The power supply unit 190 for supplying power to the terminal 100 is also provided to the terminal body. Further, the power supply unit 190 can be configured to be built within the terminal body or be detachably connected to the terminal body.

[0075] A touchpad 135 for detecting a touch can also be provided to the rear case 102. The touchpad 135 can be configured in a light transmissive type like the display 151. In this instance, if the display 151 is configured to output visual information from both faces, the display 151 can recognize the visual information via the touchpad 135 as well. The information output from both of the faces can also be entirely controlled by the touchpad 135. Alternatively, a display can be provided to the touchpad 135 so that a touchscreen can be provided to the rear case 102 as well.

[0076] In addition, the touchpad 135 is activated by interconnecting with the display 151 of the front case 101. The touchpad 135 can also be provided in rear of the display 151 in parallel, and can have a size equal to or
smaller than that of the display 151.

[0077] In the following description of the embodiments, the display 151 includes a touchscreen, which is indicated by a reference number 400. An environment for implementing a method of controlling a mobile terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention will now be explained with reference to FIG. 3.

[0078] In particular, FIG. 3 is a diagram of an environment for implementing a method of controlling a mobile terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 3, the mobile terminal 100 can photograph a peripheral image as a preview image (hereinafter called 'camera preview image') using the camera 121. The mobile terminal 100 is then able to display the camera preview image on the touchscreen 400.

[0079] Further, the mobile terminal 100 can receive position information such as a latitude, a longitude, an altitude and a direction of the mobile terminal 100 from the position-location module 115. The controller 180 then identifies an object included in the camera preview image using at least one of the position information and shape recognizing information of the camera preview image and displays information on the object (i.e., object information) on the touchscreen 400.

[0080] Next, FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method of controlling a mobile terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention, and FIG. 5 and FIG. 6 are diagrams of display screen configurations for implementing a method of controlling a mobile terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0081] Referring to FIG. 4 and (5-1) of FIG. 5, the camera preview image is displayed on the touchscreen 400 (S41). Further, the controller 180 obtains current position information of the mobile terminal 100 via the position location module 115 (S42). Optionally, the steps S41 and S42 can be performed simultaneously or in reverse order.

[0082] The controller 180 then determines whether object information corresponding to at least one object exists within the camera preview image using at least one of the obtained current position information and shape recognizing information of the camera preview image (S43). If the corresponding object information does not exist within the camera preview image (No in S43), the controller 180 continuously or periodically obtains the current position information of the mobile terminal 100 to determine whether the mobile terminal 100 is moving.

[0083] In addition, the object information can be downloaded from an external server, for example, or can be maintained in the memory of the mobile terminal. The controller 180 can also use the obtained location of the mobile terminal to search the external server or memory of the terminal to determine objects that exist within or near the obtained location of the terminal. The controller 180 can also use shapes of the objects in the preview image to determine if the shapes match any object information existing in the external server or memory, for example. Thus, the controller 180 can determine objects that exist within the preview image, search the memory or external server for object information that matches the objects, and then provide object information to the user. The object information can also be periodically downloaded from the server and stored in the memory as the location of the mobile terminal changes. The user can also select a predetermined option requesting object information be downloaded from a server.

[0084] Referring to FIG. 4 and (5-2) of FIG. 5, if the corresponding object information (OI) exists within the camera preview image (Yes in S43), the controller 180 displays object information presence indicator 410 indicating that the corresponding object exists on the touchscreen (S44). This indication of the presence of the corresponding object information can be provided to a terminal user in one of various types and/or methods different from (5-2) of FIG. 5. This will be explained in more detail later.

[0085] Subsequently, an object information display function for displaying the object information on the touchscreen 400 can be activated in the mobile terminal 100 (S45). Further, there are various methods of activating the object information display function. This will be explained in more detail later.

[0086] Referring to (5-3) of FIG. 5, the controller 180 displays an object information display function activation indicator 420 indicating that the object information display function has been activated on the touchscreen 400. When the object information is not displayed in the camera preview image, the terminal user can easily recognize that the object information is not displayed because object information does not exist in the camera preview image or because the object information display function is not activated despite the presence of the object information in the camera preview image.

[0087] Also, (5-3) of FIG. 5 illustrates that two objects (i.e., a first object and a second object) exist in the camera preview image displayed on the touchscreen. However, this is an example only, and the present embodiment is not limited to this example. For example, one object or at least three or more objects can exist in the camera preview image.

[0088] In addition, as shown in (5-3) of FIG. 5, the controller 180 displays a first object display indicator 513 and a first object information 515 corresponding to the first object, and displays a second object display indicator 523 and a second object information 525 corresponding to the second object. Optionally, the object information can be displayed only without displaying the object display indicator. Further, the object display indicator is recognized as a part of the object information to play a role as one object information. Moreover, the object display indicator can mean the object information. Thus, as shown in (5-3) of FIG. 5, the user can see that a Starbucks and LG Electronics are within the preview image.

[0089] Various types and/or methods of indicating that the corresponding object information exists will now be further explained with reference to FIG. 6. Referring to (6-1) of FIG. 6, the mobile terminal 100 allows a terminal
user to be aware that the corresponding object information exists by generating vibration if the corresponding object information exists.

[0090] Referring to (6-2) of FIG. 6, the mobile terminal 100 allows a terminal user to be aware that the corresponding object information exists by displaying the first object display indicator 513 and the second object display indicator 523 for objects respectively in the camera preview image displayed on the touchscreen 400 (e.g., in this example, the outline of the objects are highlighted). In this instance, the object display indicator can play a role as the object information presence indicator.

[0091] Next, various methods for activating the object information display function in the mobile terminal 100 will be explained. First of all, a terminal user is able to activate the object information display function via a proper key manipulation of the user input unit 130. This is apparent to those of ordinary skill in this technological field without separate explanation and thus its details will be omitted from the following description.

[0092] In another example, the user can shake the mobile terminal 100 to have the controller 180 activate the object information display function. In still another example, the user can touch a specific part of the touchscreen 400 (e.g., the object information presence indicator 410) to activate the object information display function.

[0093] Further, in another example, if object information exists on an object located within a predetermined distance from a current location of the terminal, the controller 180 can automatically activate the object information display function. In addition, after the object information display function has been activated, and as the mobile terminal moves so that corresponding object information does not exist within the predetermined distance, the controller 180 can automatically deactivate the object information display function.

[0094] Next, FIGs. 7 and 8 illustrate an alternative embodiment of informing the user of the presence of object information. In particular, FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a method of controlling a mobile terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention, and FIG. 8 is a diagram of display screen configurations for implementing a method of controlling a mobile terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0095] Referring to FIG. 7 and (8-1) of FIG. 8, the controller 180 displays a camera preview image on the touchscreen 400 (S71). Then, the user touches one object in the camera preview image (S72). The controller 180 then obtains current position information of the mobile terminal 100 via the position location module 115 (S73).

[0096] Further, the steps S73 and S71 can be performed simultaneously. Alternatively, the step S73 can be performed before the step S71 or between the steps S71 and S72. Alternatively, the steps S73 and S72 can be simultaneously performed.

[0097] Then, the controller 180 determines whether object information corresponding to the touched object exists using at least one of the obtained current position information and the shape recognizing information of the camera preview image (S74). If the information corresponding to the touched object does not exist (No in S74), the controller 180 continuously or periodically determines whether another object within the camera preview image is touched.

[0098] If the information corresponding to the touched object exists (Yes in S74), the controller 180 activates the object information display function (S75). Therefore, referring to (8-2) of FIG. 8, the controller 180 displays the object display indicator 513 and the object information 515 corresponding to the touched object in the camera preview image displayed on the touchscreen 400 (S76).

[0099] As mentioned in the foregoing description with reference to (5-3) of FIG. 5, if at least two objects exist within the camera preview image, object information corresponding to the at least two objects existing within the camera preview image can be simultaneously displayed, by which the present embodiment is non-limited. Further, the corresponding object information can be configured in a manner of being displayed one by one, which will now be explained in more detail with reference to FIGs. 9 to 11.

[0100] In FIGs. 9 to 11 are diagrams of display screen configurations for implementing a method of controlling a mobile terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention. In addition, the following description of FIGs. 9 to 11 is made on the assumption that two objects, i.e., a first object and a second object exist within the camera preview image. However, as discussed above, three or more objects can also exist within the camera preview image.

[0101] Referring to (9-1) of FIG. 9, the controller 180 displays the first object display indicator 513 and the second object display indicator 523 within the camera preview image displayed on the touchscreen 400 corresponding to a first object and a second object, respectively. The second object or the second object display indicator 523 can be touched with such a pointer as a finger, a stylus pen and the like. If so, referring to (9-2) of FIG. 9, the controller 180 displays a second object information 525 corresponding to the second object in the camera preview image to correspond to the second object.

[0102] Subsequently, the first object for the first object display indicator 513 can be touched. If so, referring to (9-3) of FIG. 9, the controller 180 removes the second object information 525 from the camera view image and displays the first object information 515 corresponding to the first object. In addition, rather than removing the second object information 525 if the first object or the first object display indicator is touched, the controller 180 can display the second object information 525 together with the first object information 515. In this instance, the controller 180 can remove the second object information 525 if one of the second object, the second object display indicator 523 and the second object information 525 is touched.
Referring to (10-1) of FIG. 10, the controller displays the first object display indicator 513 and the first object information 515, which correspond to a first object closest to a current position of the terminal, in a camera preview image displayed on the touchscreen 400. The user can then input a first prescribed user command via the user input unit 130 such as a touch & drag or a flicking operation in a prescribed direction on the touchscreen 400. Alternatively, the controller 180 can determine that a prescribed period of time passes after the first object display indicator 513 and the first object information 515 have been displayed.

If so, referring to (10-2) of FIG. 10, the controller 180 removes the first object display indicator 513 and the first object information 515 from the camera preview image displayed on the touchscreen 400, and displays the second object display indicator 523 and the second object information 525, which correspond to the second object second closest to the current position of the terminal, in a camera preview image displayed on the touchscreen 400.

If a second prescribed user command is input via the user input unit 130 or a prescribed period of time passes again, the controller 180 can remove the second object display indicator 523 and the second object information 525 and display the first object display indicator 513 and the first object information 515. In addition, the second prescribed user command may be equal to or different from the first prescribed user command. For instance, the second prescribed user command can include a touch & drag operation in a direction opposite to the prescribed direction on the touchscreen 400.

Further, the controller 180 does not have to display the object information corresponding to the object closest to the current position of the terminal. For example, the controller 180 can display object information of an object located at a specific position (e.g., a most center position) within the camera preview image. Then, when the user inputs a touch & drag operation, for example, in a prescribed direction (e.g., a right direction) on the touchscreen 400, the controller 180 can display corresponding object information of another object located right next or adjacent to the former object in the prescribed direction (e.g., the object located to the right side of the former object).

Next, referring to (11-1) of FIG. 11, the controller 180 can display a distance indicator bar 430 indicating a prescribed distance related to an object information display set by a terminal user on the touchscreen 400. Further, the following description refers to the prescribed distance as a first distance. If so, the controller 180 displays the first object display indicator 513 of the first object, which is located within the first distance from a current position of the terminal, and the first object information 515 on the first object in a camera preview image displayed on the touchscreen 400.

As mentioned in the foregoing description, if the database of the memory 160 is the portion of the database downloaded from the external server, the database of the memory 160 may be only for objects within the first distance from the current position. Subsequently, the user can input a user command via the user input unit 130. For example, the user command can be performed in a manner that the distance indicator bar 430 displayed on the touchscreen 400 is touched with a pointer or finger and then dragged.

If so, the prescribed distance is adjusted into a second distance from the first distance. In this example, the second distance is greater than the first distance. If the database of the memory 160 is the portion of the database downloaded from the external server, the controller 180 can update the database of the memory 160 for the objects within the second distance from the external server.

Subsequently, the controller 180 can search the objects located within the second distance. Referring to (11-2) of FIG. 11, the controller 180 can display the first object display indicator 513 and first object information 515 of the first object, which is located within the second distance from a current position of the terminal, and the second object display indicator 523 and second object information 525 of the second object, which is located within the second distance from the current position of the terminal, in the camera preview image displayed on the touchscreen 400.

In particular, once a prescribed distance is determined by a terminal user, the controller 180 can display object information on objects located within the prescribed distance. Meanwhile, when the user command is input, referring to (11-3) of FIG. 11, the controller 180 can control the camera preview image to be zoomed in or out according to the adjusted second distance. As the prescribed distance increases from the first distance to the second distance, as shown in (11-3) of FIG. 11, the camera preview image zoomed out for example. Further, as the prescribed distance decreases to the first distance from the second distance, the camera preview image, as shown in (11-1) of FIG. 11, can be zoomed in as well.

In the following description, a situation that the object information includes relevant link information is explained with reference to FIG. 12. In particular, FIG. 12 is a diagram of display screen configurations for implementing a method of controlling a mobile terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Referring to (12-1) of FIG. 12, the controller 180 can display the object information 515 and 525 including relevant link information in a camera preview image displayed on the touchscreen 400. Further, to emphasize that the object information has the relevant link information in (12-1) of FIG. 12, the controller 180 can display corresponding link information as the object information in the camera preview image.

Then, the user can select one of the object information 515 and 525 by touching the object information. In FIG. 12, the user has selected object information 525. If so, referring to (12-2) of FIG. 12, the controller 180 can...
display a webpage Internet-accessed according to the corresponding link information of the touched object information 525 on the touchscreen 400. When the webpage is displayed, the controller 180 can also reduce power consumption caused by the object information module by deactivating the object information module.

[0115] The above-mentioned object information can also be classified into several categories according to their attributes, and the object information belonging to a specific one of the categories can be sorted out and displayed. These additional features will now be explained with reference to FIGs. 13 and 14. In particular, FIGs. 13 and 14 are diagrams of display screen configurations for implementing a method of controlling a mobile terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention. In FIGs. 13 and 14, all three objects, i.e., first to third objects are assumed to exist in the camera view image.

[0116] Referring to (13-1) of FIG. 13, the controller 180 displays a list of categories of objects on the touchscreen 400. In FIG. 13, the categories include a ‘restaurant’ category 443, a ‘tour’ category 445, a ‘shopping’ category 447, a ‘hospital’ category 449 and an ‘all’ category 441 including all categories. Further, the categories are non-limited by the above-enumerated five categories.

[0117] In addition, (13-1) of FIG. 13 illustrates the user selecting the ‘all’ category 441. Therefore, the controller 180 displays the first to third object information 515, 525 and 535 respectively corresponding to first to third objects in the camera preview image (i.e., displays all object information).

[0118] Referring to (13-2) of FIG. 13, the user has selected the ‘restaurant’ category 443, and thus the controller 180 displays the first object information 515 corresponding to the selected ‘restaurant’ category 443. Further, (13-3) of FIG. 13 illustrates the user selecting the ‘tour’ category 445, and the controller 180 displaying the third object information 535 corresponding to the selected ‘tour’ category 445 in the camera preview image. The user can also select the different categories by touching the categories or by operating particular keys on the terminal.

[0119] Referring to (14-1) of FIG. 14, the controller 180 displays the camera preview image on the touchscreen 400. In this instance, the controller 180 recognizes categories of objects existing within the camera preview image using at least one of the obtained current position information and the shape recognizing information of the camera preview image. Subsequently, referring to (14-2) of FIG. 14, the controller 180 displays the recognized categories 443, 445 and 447. The user can then select one category from the displayed categories. Referring to (14-3) of FIG. 14, the controller 180 displays at least one object information 535 belonging to the selected category in the camera preview image displayed on the touchscreen 400.

[0120] In the following description, a method of displaying an object information corresponding to an input key-word will be explained with reference to FIG. 15. In particular, FIG. 15 is a diagram of display screen configurations for implementing a method of controlling a mobile terminal according to yet another embodiment of the present invention.

[0121] Referring to (15-1) of FIG. 15, the controller 180 displays a camera preview image on the touchscreen 400. The user can then input a prescribed user command via a proper manipulation of the user input unit 130. The user command can be performed by touching the touchscreen 400, for example.

[0122] If so, referring (15-2) of FIG. 15, the controller 180 displays a text input box 451 for a prescribed keyword input and a search execute icon 453 on the touchscreen 400. The user can then input a prescribed keyword input on the touchscreen 400 (e.g., by writing the keyword on the touchscreen as shown in (15-2) of FIG. 15). The controller 180 then recognizes the text of the written keyword and inputs the corresponding text to the text input box 451.

[0123] The user can then select the search execute icon 453. Then, if an object having an object information corresponding to the input keyword exists within the camera preview image, the controller 180 displays the object information 525 as shown in (15-3) of FIG. 15. In particular, (15-3) of FIG. 15 illustrates the controller 180 displaying the second object display indicator 523 and the second object information 525.

[0124] If the object having the object information corresponding to the input keyword does not exist within the camera preview image, the controller 180 displays a direction indicator 455, which indicates a direction for moving the mobile terminal 100 to enable the object having the object information to appear in the camera preview image on the touchscreen 400 as shown in (15-4) of FIG. 15.

[0125] The foregoing descriptions explain how to display the object information in the camera preview information. The following description explains how to store the camera preview image in the memory 160 with reference to FIGs. 16 and 17. In particular, FIGs. 16 and 17 are flowcharts illustrating a method of controlling a mobile terminal according to yet another embodiment of the present invention.

[0126] Referring to FIG. 16, the controller 180 displays a prescribed camera preview image on the touchscreen 400 (S161). Also, for the camera preview image to be photographed and stored as a picture file through proper manipulations of the user input unit 130, the terminal user inputs an image photograph command (i.e., a shutter command) (S162). Further, the picture file can include a moving picture file or a still image picture file.

[0127] Then, the controller 180 displays a guide window, which queries whether object information corresponding to at least one or more objects within the camera preview image will be stored together on the touchscreen 400 (S163). If the terminal user does not attempt to store the object information together through a proper
manipulation of the user input unit 130 (No in S163), the controller 180 stores the photographed camera preview image only without the object informations (S164).

If the terminal user attempts to store the object information together through a proper manipulation of the user input unit 130 (Yes in S163), the controller displays a guide window for querying whether the object information will be stored by being synthesized with the photographed camera preview image (S165). If the terminal user attempts to store the object information by having them synthesized with the camera preview image through a proper manipulation of the user input unit (Yes in S165), the controller 180 synthesizes the object informations and the camera preview image together into one picture file and then stores the picture file (S166).

If the terminal user does not attempt to store the object informations by having them synthesized with the camera preview image through a proper manipulation of the user input unit (No in S165), the controller 180 stores the camera preview image as a picture file in a manner that the object information is separated as a separate file linked to the picture file (S167). Therefore, when the picture file is played and/or displayed in the mobile terminal 100, the object information can be also displayed according to a selection made by the terminal user.

Referring to FIG. 17, the controller 180 displays a prescribed camera preview image on the touchscreen 400 (S171). Also, for the camera preview image to be photographed and stored as a picture file through proper manipulations of the user input unit 130, the terminal user inputs an image photograph command (i.e., a shutter command) (S172).

The controller 180 then generates an identifier using a current time information on photographing the camera preview image in order to identify the photographed camera preview image from other images and then assigns the generated identifier to the stored picture file (S173). Further, the identifier can be assigned as a file name of the picture file or as a tag information of the picture file. In the picture file, a position information of the mobile terminal located in photographing the camera preview image can also be stored as a tag.

Subsequently, after the camera preview image has been photographed and when a user command for playing back the stored picture file is input, the mobile terminal 100 transmits the identifier of the stored picture file and the position information to an external server 300 having an object information database via the wireless communication unit 110 (S174). If necessary, the mobile terminal 100 can also transmit other information (e.g., the shape recognizing information of the preview image) required for the external server 300 to search for the object information corresponding to the photographed preview image to the external server together with the identifier and the position information.

Subsequently, the mobile terminal 100 receives the searched object information from the external server 300 together with the identifier (S175). The controller 180 then outputs an announcement indicating that the object information reception is completed on the touchscreen 400 (S176). The controller 180 also searches for a picture file having the same identifier of the received identifier and then combines the received object information with the searched picture file (S177). In this instance, the object information can be stored together with the picture file. Alternatively, the object information can be displayed on an image of the picture file when the picture file is played back.

In addition, one portion of an object information on one object can be searched from the object information database of the memory 160 and the other portion of the object information can be searched from the object information database of the external server via the wireless communication unit 110.

Also, one portion information (e.g., 'basic information') stored in the object information database of the memory 160 can include non-variable information (e.g., a building location, etc.) on the object and/or small-size information (e.g., a building name, etc.) on the object. The other portion information (e.g., 'detail information') stored in the object information database of the external server can include variable information (e.g., a list of occupants in a building, etc.) on the object and/or large-size information (e.g., multimedia information on a building, etc.) on the object.

In addition, the displayed object information includes textual information that the user can easily read to determine what places, buildings, etc. are located within the preview image.

Accordingly, the present invention provides several advantages. First, according to at least one embodiment of the present invention, information for helping the user such as a place or position information within a preview image displayed for image photographing can be provided to a terminal user. Second, the user can easily determine names of places or buildings within a photographed picture.

In addition, the above-described methods can be implemented in a program recorded medium as computer-readable codes. The computer-readable medium include all kinds of recording devices in which data readable by a computer system are stored. The computer-readable medium include ROM, RAM, CD-ROM, magnetic tapes, floppy discs, optical data storage devices, and the like for example and also include Internet transmissions. In addition, the computer can include the controller 180 of the terminal.

The present invention encompasses various modifications to each of the examples and embodiments discussed herein. According to the invention, one or more features described above in one embodiment or example can be equally applied to another embodiment or example described above. The features of one or more embodiments or examples described above can be combined into each of the embodiments or examples described above. Any full or partial combination of one or
more embodiment or examples of the invention is also part of the invention.

[0140] As the present invention may be embodied in several forms without departing from the essential characteristics thereof, it should also be understood that the above-described embodiments are not limited by any of the details of the foregoing description, unless otherwise specified, but rather should be construed broadly within its spirit and scope as defined in the appended claims, and therefore all changes and modifications that fall within the metes and bounds of the claims, or equivalence of such metes and bounds are therefore intended to be embraced by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A mobile terminal (100) comprising:

   a user input unit (130) configured to receive user-inputs;
   a wireless communication unit (110) configured to wirelessly communicate with at least one other terminal;
   at least one camera (121) configured to capture images;
   a touchscreen (151) configured to display a camera preview image captured by the camera (121);
   a position-location module (115) configured to obtain information on a current position of the mobile terminal (100); and
   a controller (180) configured:

   to display a direction indicator, if an object having an object information corresponding to an input keyword does not exist within the camera preview image, wherein the direction indicator indicates a direction for moving the mobile terminal (100) to enable the object having the object information to appear in the camera preview image, to search for textual object information corresponding to an object within the camera preview image based on the current position of the mobile terminal (100), to control the camera (121) to photograph the camera preview image and to store the photographed camera preview image as a picture file, to output query information to query whether the searched textual object information is to be stored together with the picture file, and to store the picture file with or without the searched textual object information based on an answer to the output query information, wherein the controller (180) is further configured to change a searching distance for searching for textual object information corresponding to an object within the camera preview image from the current position of the mobile terminal (100) when the user input unit (130) receives a specific user-input from a user, wherein the controller (180) is further configured to automatically zoom the camera preview image in accordance with the changed search distance.

2. The mobile terminal of claim 1, wherein if the answer to the output query information indicates the picture file is to be stored together with the textual object information, the controller (180) is further configured to output synthesized information querying whether or not the textual object information is to be synthesized with the picture file into a single file.

3. The mobile terminal of claim 2, wherein if an answer to the output synthesized information indicates the textual object information is to be synthesized with the picture file, the controller (180) is further configured to perform a synthesizing process such that the textual object information is synthesized together with the picture file, and to store the picture file including the synthesized textual object information into the single file.

4. The mobile terminal of claim 2, wherein if an answer to the output synthesized information indicates the textual object information is not to be synthesized with the picture file, the controller (180) is further configured to store the textual object information and the picture file as separate files, and to store linking information linking the picture file and the textual object information.

5. The mobile terminal of claim 4, wherein if the store picture file is selected to be displayed, the controller (180) is further configured to display the picture file together with the textual object information by using the linking information.

6. The mobile terminal of any of claims 1 to 5, further comprising:

   a memory (160) configured to store an object information database including at least textual object information for objects within a predetermined vicinity of the current location of the mobile terminal (100), wherein the controller (180) is further configured to search for and obtain the textual object information corresponding to the object within the camera preview image from the object informa-
tion database stored in the memory.

7. The mobile terminal of claim 6, wherein the controller (180) is further configured to populate the object information database by downloading, via the wireless communication unit (110), said at least textual object information for objects within the predetermined vicinity of the current location of the mobile terminal (100) from an external server (300).

8. The mobile terminal of claim 6, wherein the controller (180) is further configured to obtain a first portion of the textual object information for the object within the camera preview image from the object information database and to download a second portion of the text object information from an external server (300).

9. The mobile terminal of claim 8, wherein the first portion of the textual object information includes non-variable information regarding the object, and the second portion of the textual object information includes variable information regarding the object.

10. The mobile terminal of any of claims 1 to 9, wherein the position-location module (115) is further configured to obtain a direction of the mobile terminal (100), and the controller (180) is further configured to search for the textual object information based on the direction and current location of the mobile terminal (100).

11. A method of controlling a mobile terminal (100), the method comprising:

allowing, via a wireless communication unit (110), wirelessly communication with at least one other terminal;
capturing, via a camera (121), a camera preview image;
displaying, on a touchscreen (400), the camera preview image;
displaying a direction indicator, if an object having an object information corresponding to an input keyword does not exist within the camera preview image, wherein the direction indicator indicates a direction for moving the mobile terminal (100) to enable the object having the object information to appear in the camera preview image;
obtaining, via a position-location module (115), information on a current position of the mobile terminal (100);
search, via a controller (180), for textual object information corresponding to an object within the camera preview image based on the current position of the mobile terminal;
photographing, via the controller (180), the camera preview image;
storing, via the controller (180), the photographed camera preview image as a picture file;
outputting, via the controller (180), query information to query whether the searched textual object information is to be stored together with the picture file; and
storing, via the controller (180), the picture file with or without the search textual object information based on an answer to the output query information,

changing a searching distance for searching for textual object information corresponding to an object within the camera preview image from the current position of the mobile terminal (100) when the user input unit (130) receives a specific user-input from a user,

automatically zooming the camera preview image in accordance with the changed search distance.

Patentansprüche

1. Mobiles Endgerät (100), das umfasst:

eine Anwendereingabeeinheit (130), die zum Empfangen von Anwendereingaben konfiguriert ist;
eine drahtlose Kommunikationseinheit (110), die zum drahtlosen Kommunizieren mit wenigstens einem anderen Endgerät konfiguriert ist;
wenigstens eine Kamera (121), die zum Aufnehmen von Bildern konfiguriert ist;
einen Berührungsbildschirm (151), der zum Anzeigen eines durch die Kamera (121) aufgenommenen Kameravorschaubilds konfiguriert ist;
einen Positions-Orts-Modul (115), das dafür konfiguriert ist, Informationen über eine aktuelle Position des mobilen Endgeräts (100) zu erhalten; und
einen Controller (180), der zu Folgendem konfiguriert ist:

Anzeigen eines Richtungsanzeigers, falls innerhalb des Kameravorschaubilds kein Objekt mit Objektinformationen, die einem Eingabeschlüsselwort entsprechen, vorhanden ist, wobei der Richtungsanzeiger eine Richtung angibt, in der das mobile Endgerät (100) zu bewegen ist, um zu ermöglichen, dass das Objekt mit den Objektinformationen in dem Kameravorschaubild erscheint,

Suchen nach Textobjektinformationen, die einem Objekt entsprechen, innerhalb des Kameravorschaubilds auf der Grundlage der aktuellen Position des mobilen Endgeräts (100),
Steuern der Kamera (121) zum Photogra-
phieren des Kameravorschaubilds und zum
Speichern des photographierten Kamera-

vorschaubilds als eine Bilddatei,
Ausgeben von Abfrageinformationen, um
abzufragen, ob die gesuchten Textobjekt-
informationen zusammen mit der Bilddatei
angesichts worden sind, und
Speichern der Bilddatei mit den oder ohne

die gesuchten Textobjektinformationen auf
der Grundlage einer Antwort auf die ausge-
genen Abfrageinformationen, wobei der
Controller (180) davor dafür konfiguriert ist,
eine Suchentfernung zum Suchen nach
Textobjektinformationen, die einem Objekt
eingestellt, innerhalb des Kameravor-
schaubilds von der aktuellen Position des
mobilen Endgeräts (100) zu ändern, wenn

die Anwendereingabe einheit (130) eine
spezifische Anwendereingabe von einem
Anwender empfängt,

wobei der Controller (180) davor dafür konfigu-

rierter ist, das Kameravorschaubild in Überein-

stimmung mit der geänderten Suchentfernung
automatisch zu zoomen.

2. Mobiles Endgerät nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Con-
troller (180) davor dafür konfiguriert ist, synthetisier-
te Informationen auszugeben, die abfragen, ob die
Textobjektinformationen mit der Bilddatei in einer
einzelnen Datei synthetisiert werden sollen, falls die
Antwort auf die ausgegebenen Abfrageinformationen
angibt, dass die Bilddatei zusammen mit den
Textobjektinformationen gespeichert werden soll.

3. Mobiles Endgerät nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Con-
troller (180) davor dafür konfiguriert ist, einen Syn-
thetisierungsprozess in der Weise auszuführen,
dass die Textobjektinformationen zusammen mit der
Bilddatei synthetisiert werden, und die Bilddatei, die
die synthetisierten Textobjektinformationen enthält,
in der einzelnen Datei zu speichern, falls die Antwort
auf die ausgegebenen synthetisierten Informationen
angibt, dass die Textobjektinformationen mit der
Bilddatei synthetisiert werden sollen.

4. Mobiles Endgerät nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Con-
troller (180) davor dafür konfiguriert ist, die Textob-
jeektinformationen und die Bilddatei als getrennte Da-
teien zu speichern und Verknüpfungsinformationen
zu speichern, die die Bilddatei und die Textobjektin-
formationen verknüpfen, falls eine Antwort auf die
ausgegebenen synthetisierten Informationen an-
gibt, dass die Textobjektinformationen nicht mit der
Bilddatei synthetisiert werden sollen.

5. Mobiles Endgerät nach Anspruch 4, wobei der Con-
troller (180) davor dafür konfiguriert ist, die Bilddatei
zusammen mit den Textobjektinformationen unter
Verwendung der Verknüpfungsinformationen anzu-
zeigen, falls die gespeicherte Bilddatei dafür ausgewählt
wird, angezeigt zu werden.

6. Mobiles Endgerät nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
5, das davor umfasst:

- einen Speicher (160), der dafür konfiguriert ist,
eine Objektinformationsdatenbank zu speichern, die
wenigstens der Textobjektinformationen für Objekte
innerhalb einer vorgegebenen Umgebung des aktuellen
Orts des mobilen Endgeräts (100) enthält,
wobei der Controller (180) davor dafür konfigu-
riert ist, in der in dem Speicher gespeicherten
Objektinformationsdatenbank nach den Textobjek-
tinformationen, die dem Objekt entsprechen,
innerhalb des Kameravorschaubilds zu suchen
und sie aus ihr zu erhalten.

7. Mobiles Endgerät nach Anspruch 6, wobei der Con-
troller (180) davor dafür konfiguriert ist, die Objekt-
informationsdatenbank durch Herunterladen we-

nigstens der Textobjektinformationen für Objekte
innerhalb der vorgegebenen Umgebung des aktuellen
Orts des mobilen Endgeräts (100) von einem externen
Server (100) über die drahtlose Kommunikati-
onseinheit (110) zu belegen.

8. Mobiles Endgerät nach Anspruch 6, wobei der Con-
troller (180) davor dafür konfiguriert ist, für das Ob-
jeekt innerhalb des Kameravorschaubilds aus der Ob-
jeiktinformationsdatenbank einen ersten Abschnitt
der Textobjektinformationen zu erhalten und einen
zweiten Abschnitt der Textobjektinformationen von
einem externen Server (300) herunterzuladen.

9. Mobiles Endgerät nach Anspruch 8, wobei der erste
Abschnitt der Textobjektinformationen unveränder-
liche Informationen hinsichtlich des Objekts enthält
und der zweite Abschnitt der Textobjektinformationen
veränderliche Informationen hinsichtlich des

Objekts enthält.

10. Mobiles Endgerät nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
9, wobei das Positions-Orts-Modul (115) davor dafür
konfiguriert ist, eine Richtung des mobilen Endge-
räts (100) zu erhalten, und der Controller (180) davor

für konfiguriert ist, auf der Grundlage der Richtung
und des aktuellen Orts des mobilen Endgeräts (100)
nach den Textobjektinformationen zu suchen.

11. Verfahren zum Steuern eines mobilen Endgeräts
(100), wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

- Ermöglichen einer drahtlosen Kommunikation
mit wenigstens einem anderen Endgerät über eine drahtlose Kommunikationseinheit (110), Aufnehmen eines Kameravorschaubilds über eine Kamera (121); Anzeigen des Kameravorschaubilds auf einem Berührungsbildschirm (400); Anzeigen eines Richtungsanzeigers, falls innerhalb des Kameravorschaubilds kein Objekt mit Objektinformationen, die einem Eingabeschlüsselwort entsprechen, vorhanden ist, wobei der Richtungsanzeiger eine Richtung angibt, in der das mobile Endgerät (100) zu bewegen ist, um zu ermöglichen, dass das Objekt mit den Objektinformationen in dem Kameravorschaubild erscheint; Erhalten von Informationen über eine aktuelle Position des mobilen Endgeräts (100) über ein Positions-Orts-Modul (115), Suchen nach Textobjektinformationen, die einem Objekt entsprechen, innerhalb des Kameravorschaubilds auf der Grundlage der aktuellen Position des mobilen Endgeräts über einem Controller (180); Photographieren des Kameravorschaubilds über den Controller (180); Speichern des photographierten Kameravorschaubilds als eine Bilddatei über den Controller (180); Ausgeben von Abfrageinformationen, um abzufragen, ob die gesuchten Textobjektinformationen zusammen mit der Bilddatei gespeichert werden sollen, über den Controller (180); und Speichern der Bilddatei mit den oder ohne die gesuchten Textobjektinformationen auf der Grundlage einer Antwort auf die ausgegebenen Abfrageinformationen über den Controller (180), Ändern einer Suchentfernung zum Suchen nach Textobjektinformationen, die einem Objekt entsprechen, innerhalb des Kameravorschaubilds von der aktuellen Position des mobilen Endgeräts (100), wenn die Anwendereingabe einheit (130) eine spezifische Anwendereingabe von einem Anwender empfängt, automatisches Zoomen des Kameravorschaubilds in Übereinstimmung mit der geänderten Suchentfernung.

**Revendications**

1. Terminal mobile (100) comprenant:
   - une unité d’entrée d’utilisateur (130) configurée pour recevoir des entrées d’utilisateur ;
   - une unité de communication sans fil (110) configurée pour communiquer sans fil avec au moins un autre terminal ;
   - un écran tactile (151) configuré pour afficher une image de prévisualisation de caméra capturée par la caméra (121) ;
   - un module de localisation de position (115) configuré pour obtenir une information sur une position actuelle du terminal mobile (100) ; et
   - un contrôleur (180) configuré pour afficher un indicateur de direction, si un objet ayant une information d’objet correspondant à un mot-clé d’entrée existe pas à l’intérieur de l’image de prévisualisation de caméra, dans lequel l’indicateur de direction indique une direction pour déplacer le terminal mobile (100) afin de permettre à l’objet ayant une information d’objet d’apparaître dans l’image de prévisualisation de caméra ;
   - rechercher une information d’objet textuelle correspondant à un objet à l’intérieur de l’image de prévisualisation de caméra sur la base de la position actuelle du terminal mobile (100) ;
   - commander la caméra (121) afin de photographier l’image de prévisualisation de caméra et mémoriser l’image de prévisualisation de caméra photographiée comme un fichier d’image, délivrer une information d’interrogation pour interroger si l’information d’objet textuelle recherchée doit être mémorisée conjointement au fichier d’image et mémoriser le fichier d’image avec ou sans l’information d’objet textuelle sur la base de l’information d’interrogation de sortie, dans lequel le contrôleur (180) est en outre configuré pour changer une distance de recherche pour rechercher une information d’objet textuelle correspondant à un objet à l’intérieur de l’image de prévisualisation de caméra à partir de la position actuelle du terminal mobile (100) lorsque l’unité d’entrée d’utilisateur (130) reçoit une entrée d’utilisateur spécifique provenant d’un utilisateur,

2. Terminal mobile selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la réponse à l’information d’interrogation de sortie indique que le fichier d’image doit être mémorisé conjointement à l’information d’objet textuelle,
le contrôleur (180) est en outre configuré pour délivrer une information synthétisée interrogeant si ou non l'information d'objet textuelle doit être synthétisée avec le fichier d'image en un fichier unique.

3. Terminal mobile selon la revendication 2, dans lequel si une réponse à l'information synthétisée de sortie indique que l'information d'objet textuelle doit être synthétisée avec le fichier d'image, le contrôleur (180) est en outre configuré pour effectuer un processus de synthèse de sorte que l'information d'objet textuelle soit synthétisée conjointement au fichier d'image et mémoriser le fichier d'image incluant l'information d'objet textuelle synthétisée dans le fichier unique.

4. Terminal mobile selon la revendication 2, dans lequel si une réponse à l'information synthétisée de sortie indique que l'information d'objet textuelle ne doit pas être synthétisée avec le fichier d'image, le contrôleur (180) est en outre configuré pour mémoriser l'information d'objet textuelle et le fichier d'image comme un fichier séparé et mémoriser une information de liaison reliant le fichier d'image et l'information d'objet textuelle.

5. Terminal mobile selon la revendication 4, dans lequel si le fichier d'image mémorisé est sélectionné pour être affiché, le contrôleur (180) est en outre configuré pour afficher le fichier d'image conjointement à l'information d'objet textuelle en utilisant l'information de liaison.

6. Terminal mobile selon une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, comprenant en outre :

   une mémoire (160) configurée pour mémoriser une base de données d'information d'objets incluant au moins une information d'objet textuelle pour les objets à l'intérieur d'un voisinage prédéterminé de la localisation actuelle du terminal mobile (100), dans lequel le contrôleur (180) est en outre configuré pour rechercher et obtenir l'information d'objet textuelle correspondant à l'objet à l'intérieur de l'image de prévisualisation de caméra dans la base de données d'information d'objets mémorisée dans la mémoire.

7. Terminal mobile selon la revendication 6, dans lequel le contrôleur (180) est en outre configuré pour peupler la base de données d'information d'objet en téléchargeant, via l'unité de communication sans fil (110), ladite au moins une information d'objet textuelle pour les objets à l'intérieur du voisinage prédéterminé de la localisation actuelle du terminal mobile (100) à partir d'un serveur externe (300).

8. Terminal mobile selon la revendication 6, dans lequel le contrôleur (180) est en outre configuré pour obtenir une première portion de l'information d'objet textuel pour l'objet à l'intérieur de l'image de prévisualisation de caméra dans la base de données information du et télécharger une seconde portion de l'information d'objet textuelle d'un serveur externe (300).

9. Terminal mobile selon la revendication 8, dans lequel la première portion de l'information d'objet textuelle inclut une information non variable concernant l'objet et la seconde portion de l'information d'objet textuelle inclut une information variable concernant l'objet.

10. Terminal mobile selon une quelconque des revendications 1 à 9, dans lequel le module de localisation de position (115) est en outre configuré pour obtenir une direction du terminal mobile (100) et le contrôleur (180) est en outre configuré pour rechercher l'information d'objet textuelle sur la base de la direction et la localisation actuelle du terminal mobile (100).

11. Procédé de commande d’un terminal mobile (100), le procédé comprenant de :

   autoriser, via une unité de communication sans fil (110), une communication sans fil avec au moins un autre terminal ;
   capturer, via une caméra (121), une image de prévisualisation de caméra ;
   afficher, sur un écran tactile (400), l’image de prévisualisation de caméra ;
   afficher un indicateur de direction, si un objet ayant une information d’objet correspondant à un mot-clé d’entrée existe pas à l’intérieur de l’image de prévisualisation de caméra, dans lequel l’indicateur de direction indique une direction pour déplacer le terminal mobile (100) afin de permettre à l’objet ayant l’information d’objet d’apparaître dans l’image de prévisualisation de caméra ;
   obtenir, via un module de localisation de position (115), une information sur une position actuelle du terminal mobile (100) ;
   rechercher, via un contrôleur (180), une information d’objet textuel correspondant à un objet à l’intérieur de l’image de prévisualisation de caméra sur la base de la position actuelle du terminal mobile ;
   photographier, via le contrôleur (180), l’image de prévisualisation de caméra ;
   mémoriser, via le contrôleur (180), l’image de prévisualisation de caméra photographiée comme un fichier d’image ;
   délivrer, via le contrôleur (180), une information d’interrogation pour interroger si l’information
d’objet textuelle recherchée doit être mémorisée conjointement au fichier d’image ; et mémoriser, via le contrôleur (180), le fichier d’images sans ou avec l’information d’objet textuel de recherche sur la base d’une réponse à l’information d’interrogation de sortie ; changer une distance de recherche pour rechercher l’information d’objet textuelle correspondant à un objet à l’intérieur de l’image de prévisualisation de caméra à partir de la position actuelle du terminal mobile (100) lorsque que l’unité d’entrée d’utilisateur (130) reçoit une entrée d’utilisateur spécifique d’un utilisateur, zoomer automatiquement sur l’image de prévisualisation de caméra conformément à la distance de recherche changée.
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